
Loch Leven 2022 

This was the first Loch Leven Splash-in event supported by Kinross Radio 

Model Flying Club (KRMFC) thanks to the efforts of Bill McDiarmid.  Bill had 

previously run the event almost single handed for a couple of years.  

 

First a Little History  

This event was first secured  by Kinross 

Club in around 1998, I think, when at the 

time Pat Baxter and I were  Chairman 

and Secretary of  the fairly new 

established KRMFC (1996) when we  

flew at Balado Airfield.  The Loch 

was very protected at this time and 

only fishing boats from the estate 

were allowed, but thanks to Dot who 

owned the Inn (Mary Downie’s), who 

was a Councillor for Kinross, and 

wanted to revive the Children’s Gala.  She paved the way for KRMFC to 

support the event by flying water planes as an additional attraction.  It was not 

easy to get the permission to fly 

from the strictly protected Loch but 

with help from Dot and Sir David 

Montgomery (land holder of the 

Loch) and much negotiations with 

the protection bodies controlling 

access to the Loch plus Perth and 

Kinross Council, permission was 

eventually granted, all be it with the 

almost ridiculous condition that flying 

had to stop around midday to allow 

the Ducks and the Birds time to 

come in and  feed. 



The event was run by KRMFC for 

a number of years with help from 

Pat and I before an unfortunate 

split in the Club occurred due to T 

in the Park causing the loss of 

the flying site for several 

months of each year, resulting 

in Balbedie Club being formed 

as an alternative.  Pat then as 

Chairman of Balbedie Club 

accepted the running of the 

event which continued for a 

number of years eventually with 

Colin McLean helping to run the event. Colin unfortunately moved to 

Aberdeenshire and this resulted in a void of people interested in  running  the 

event, as both Pat and I had moved away 

from the Balbedie club,  and  other members 

had little interest in water plane flying. 

Thankfully this is where Bill McDiarmid  

stepped in to save the day and continued to 

run the event,  but with little help, hence it is 

great to see KRMFC again supporting Bill in 

his efforts. (Well done Bill all water plane 

flyers will be grateful for saving this great 

venue)   

 

Loch Leven 2022 

This year the event was blessed by 

fantastic weather, with hardly a ripple on 

the water and little wind on Saturday with 

blistering sunshine. This set the scene for a 

large turnout of water planes, pilots, and 

continuous flying from 10 am to 4pm. The 

weather held and continued into Sunday 

which was maybe a degree or two cooler, 

but 

was still hot and sunny with a little more wind 

than the Saturday, which gave a little ripple 

on the water. The wind did increase a little 

towards the end of both days but was low.  

Although the pier did protect the take-off area 

it also cause some minor problems for take-

off once the models take-off run became clear 

of the protection of the pier and the wind 

caught the models.  However, most pilots 



managed to control and cope with this 

without too many problems with only 

the occasional tipping of the lighter 

models.  

A good mixture of model types 

attended with both electric, glow and 

petrol powered models of all sizes 

from micro to extremely large and from 

singles motor power to twins and even 

a quad.  It was splendid to see so 

many models and types all being able 

to fly in probably the best conditions 

for this event for many a year . 

Unfortunately, because of the glorious weather this 

brought out many other users of the water of the Loch 

with Canoes, Paddle Boards and even Swimmers and 

extreme caution had to be applied by the flyers. 

Because the Loch 

protections have 

been relaxed or 

removed, it is now 

open to the public 

and it is not possible to exclude these users during 

the flying event, hence care must be applied by all 

flyers to ensure it is safe to make their flight.  The 

flying and the Loch passed without any problems 

with most model flyers 

being very careful and 

ensuring they kept the 

required distances from the public pursuing the water 

sport pleasures. 

Other than the odd flipping of models and loss of a float, 

there were 

very few 

models 

damaged, with 

only a very 

large 

Schneider and a Anderson Kingfisher 

crashing and being seriously damaged, 

which was unfortunate, considering so 

many flights were undertaken throughout 

the two days without damage. 

In conclusion it was an extremely successful event which everyone enjoyed with 

some great flying made even better by the exceptional weather and the sheer 

amount and types of model present.   

 



 

 

 

A Big Thank You must be given to all the 

flyers who came from all over Scotland and 

those who made the long journey from 

England and made the event such a success 
 

 

 

Here’s to Next Year      ---   Well done   Bill and 

KRMFC keep up the good work  

 

 

 

  


